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The Science Focus Second Edition is the complete science package for the teaching of
the New South Wales Stage 4 and 5 Science Syllabus. The Science Focus Second
Edition package retains the identified strengths of the highly successful First Edition
and includes a number of new and exciting features, improvements and components.
The innovative Teacher Edition with CD allows a teacher to approach the teaching and
learning of Science with confidence as it includes pages from the student book with
wrap around teacher notes including answers, hints, strategies and teaching and
assessment advice.
Ensure full coverage of the latest syllabus for examination from 2018 with a full-colour
textbook written especially for the international student and endorsed by Cambridge
Assessment International Education. - Engage students with a wide range of extracts
featuring different types of text from around the world - Develop writing and reading
skills with tips on how to approach different types of writing and plenty of practice
exercises in each unit - Prepare your students for their examination with practice
questions and exam preparation advice
Twenty classic short stories from master writers across the country This superb
collection contains some of the best Indian short stories written in the last fifty years,
both in English and in the regional languages. Some of these stories – ‘We Have
Arrived in Amritsar’ by Bhisham Sahni, ‘Companions’ by Raja Rao, ‘The Sky and the
Cat’ by U.R. Anantha Murthy, ‘A Devoted Son’ by Anita Desai – have been widely
anthologized and are well known. Others, like Premendra Mitra’s ‘The Discovery of
Telenapota’, Gangadhar Gadgil’s ‘The Dog that Ran in Circles’, Mowni’s ‘A Loss of
Identity’, O.V. Vijayan’s ‘The Wart’ and Devanuru Mahadeva’s ‘Amasa’, are less
familiar to readers but are nevertheless classics of the art of the short story. This new
and revised edition includes three additional classics: R.K. Narayan’s ‘Another
Community’, Avinash Dolas’s ‘The Victim’ and Ismat Chughtai’s ‘The Wedding
Shroud’. The Penguin Book of Modern Indian Short Stories is a marvellous and
entertaining introduction to the rich diversity of pleasures that the Indian short story–a
form that has produced masters in over a dozen languages–can offer.
Can be used for class or private study. Offers a structured approach to spelling.
Contains useful strategies for dealing with unknown and difficult words. Gives clear
guidelines, exercises and answers so that the user can check that the spelling pattern
has been understood. Is easy to use and illustrated with cartoons.
Cambridge IGCSE Computer Science
Extended Mathematics Fof Igcse
The Man Who Went to the Far Side of the Moon
Pocket Genius Bugs
Travels on My Elephant
Over the course of a single summer, thirteen-year-old Miles O'Malley, a young boy with
a fascination for the sea, copes with the trials of growing up, his infatuation with the girl
next door, bickering parents, and his fear that his life and his beloved Puget Sound are
slipping away from him. A first novel. Reprint.
"Target English is a new English Language text providing a complete reference and
revision aid for students preparing for their secondary school education,"--page [4] of
cover.
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Impress clients, colleagues, and even boss with effective business writing skills. While
a poorly written letter can embarrass the image of a company and the writer.
BPP Learning Media's ICFE Workbook is the ideal companion to assist students with
technical English learning and to gain certification of their abilities which are
recognised by thousands of educational organisations and employers worldwide.
The Story of Apollo 11 Astronaut Michael Collins
IGCSE Physics
IGCSE Chemistry
Gcse Geography
A Guide to Better Spelling

Now in its 5th edition this comprehensive, practically focused
and highly accessible text explores the contexts, choices and
strategies facing the small business venture, including
extensive coverage of planning a new venture. Pedagogical
features developed in response to market feedback include
running case material to explore the same case situation from a
number of different but interrelated angles, annotated further
reading, new chapter-end real world case studies, learning
objectives and linked chapter summaries – providing a studentand lecturer-friendly learning environment.Students on modules
such as Personal Development and Effectiveness, Study Skills,
Management Skills, Business Skills, Business Communication,
Business Awareness, Managing Oneself and Others at – for example
– BABS/BABA, HND/HNC, DMS, MBA levels will all find this a
hugely valuable text through study and working life.
Travels on My ElephantEland Pub Limited
Endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations. Develop your
students computational thinking and programming skills with
complete coverage of the latest syllabus from experienced
examiners and teachers. - Follows the order of the syllabus
exactly, ensuring complete coverage - Introduces students to
self-learning exercises, helping them learn how to use their
knowledge in new scenarios Accompanying animation files of the
key concepts are available to download for free online. See the
Quick Links to the left to access. This book covers the IGCSE
(0478), O Level (2210) and US IGCSE entry (0473) syllabuses,
which are for first examination 2015. It may also be a useful
reference for students taking the new Computer Science AS level
course (9608).
This highly respected and valued textbook has been the book of
choice for Cambridge IGCSE students since its publication. This
new edition, complete with CD-ROM, continues to provide
comprehensive, up-to-date coverage of the core and extended
curriculum topics specified in the IGCSE Chemistry syllabus. The
book is supported by a CD-ROM containing extensive revision and
exam practice questions, background information and reference
material.
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General Certificate English
Cambridge O Level English Student Book
IGCSE Business Studies
The Penguin Book of Modern Indian Short Stories
Oxford Atlas for Pakistan
The bestselling title, developed by International experts - now updated to offer comprehensive coverage
of the core and extended topics in the latest syllabus. - Covers the core and supplement sections of the
updated syllabus - Supported by the most comprehensive range of additional material, including
Teacher Resources, Laboratory Books, Practice Books and Revision Guides - Written by renowned,
expert authors with vast experience of teaching and examining international qualifications We are
working with Cambridge International Examinations to gain endorsement.
Presents a biography of the astronaut, Michael Collins, who circled the moon in the Apollo 11 space
capsule while his colleagues Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin landed the lunar module and walked on
the moon.
The Oxford Atlas for Pakistan has been revised and updated with the latest digital maps that are
accurate and easy to read. It offers a complete selection of thematic maps and essential data on the
world and Pakistan. Every important aspect of Pakistan's geography is covered in detail and includes
clearly presented maps, including especially designed maps and graphs for crops, irrigation, energy,
key industries, education and literacy, population, main cities, rural settlements, transport, natural
hazards, and environmental damage. Supplemented by an extensive section on the world and an easy-touse gazetteer, this atlas will be an indispensable source of reference for the general reader,
researchers, universities and colleges, libraries as well as commercial organizations. This atlas is
produced by the Cartographic Unit of Oxford University Press, UK, and researched by Dr Fazle Karim
Khan, a former Professor of Geography.
FOOD ETHICS, 2E explores the ethical choices we make each time we eat. With twenty-six readings
that bring together a diverse group of voices, this textbook dives into issues such as genetically
modified foods, animal rights, population and consumption, the food industry's impact on pollution,
centralized versus localized production, and more. In addition, this edition includes new introduction,
new readings, a comprehensive index, and study questions that frame these significant issues for
discussion and reflection. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description
or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Instant Revision
Mood Mapping
Target English
Igcse And O Level English
When We Have Wings
Arabic-English-Arabic Legal Translation provides a groundbreaking investigation of the issues found
in legal translation between Arabic and English. Drawing on a contrastive-comparative approach, it
analyses parallel authentic legal documents in both Arabic and English to examine the features of
legal discourse in both languages and uncover the different translation techniques used. In so doing,
it addresses the following questions: What are the features of English and Arabic legal texts? What
are the similarities and differences of English and Arabic legal texts? What are the difficult areas of
legal translation between English and Arabic legal texts? What are the techniques for translating
these difficult areas on the lexical and syntactic levels? Features include: A thorough description of
the features of legal translation in both English and Arabic, drawing on empirical new research,
corpus data analysis and strategic two-way comparisons between source texts and target texts
Coverage of a broad range of topics including an outline of the chosen framework for data analysis, a
historical survey of legal discourse developments in both Arabic and English and detailed analyses of
legal literature at both the lexical and syntactic levels Attention to common areas of difficulty such as
Shariah Law terms, archaic terms and model auxiliaries Many examples and excerpts from a wide
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selection of authentic legal documents, reinforced by practical discussion points, exercises and
practice drills to encourage active engagement with the material and opportunities for hands-on
learning. Wide-ranging, scholarly and thought-provoking, this will be a valuable resource for
advanced undergraduates and postgraduates on Arabic, Translation Studies and Comparative
Linguistics courses. It will also be essential reading for translation professionals and researchers
working in the field.
This exam practice book for GCSE contains detailed advice and tips on how to improve marks and
overall grade. It includes: real exam questions; actual students' answers; sections on how to score full
marks and don't make these mistakes; key points to remember and questions to try. Written by a top
examiner.
'General Certificate English' is a comprehensive course book written for students taking a GCE'O'
level examination in English language. The contents are based on the syllabuses and past papers of
the University of Cambridge and the University of London (Edexcel).
This is a new edition of an existing textbook, with updated content for the 2006 syllabus. It is designed
to be a student main text, and contains all you need to pass the IGCSE Extended exam.
The Penguin Book of Modern Speeches
The Highest Tide
Food Ethics
Lower Secondary Science Student's Book: Stage 8
G.C.E. 'O' level workbook, teacher's edition
Cambridge O Level English Second Edition has been written for students preparing for the
Cambridge O Level English Language examination conducted by Cambridge International
Examinations. Written in a clear and accessible style, the book offers comprehensive coverage as
per the revised syllabus. Updated and designed for class use as well as independent study, the book
helps prepare students for the examination.
This Teacher's Key accompanies the Target English Student's Book.
In a world divided into fliers and non - fliers, how far would you go to be able to fly? How much
would you sacrifice - your own child'...
Topology is a branch of pure mathematics that deals with the abstract relationships found in
geometry and analysis. Written with the mature student in mind, Foundations of Topology,
Second Edition, provides a user-friendly, clear, and concise introduction to this fascinating area of
mathematics. The author introduces topics that are well motivated with thorough proofs that
make them easy to follow. Historical comments are dispersed throughout the text, and exercises,
varying in degree of difficulty, are found at the end of each chapter. Foundations of Topology is an
excellent text for teaching students how to develop the skill to write clear and precise proofs.
A Novel
Facts at Your Fingertips
Cambridge IGCSE Physics 3rd Edition plus CD
Air Marking
Watch Your Language

IGCSE Business Studies third edition is a student-friendly Business Studies textbook covering all the
components of the latest IGCSE syllabus.
A memorable account of a journey across India on an elephant.
New facts about unsolved crimes, inexplicable accidents and all manner of unusual occurrences.
Featuring celebrated mysteries and others that have never been dealt with in a book before.
Exam Board: Edexcel Level & Subject: International GCSE Biology and Double Award Science First
teaching: September 2017 First exams: June 2019
Arabic-English-Arabic Legal Translation
Foundations of Topology
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Plot your way to emotional health and happiness
The Metaphysical Poets
Nelson's Target English
Explanation and advice for students doing O Level English. O
Level English India edition: written especially for students
preparing for the O Level in English Language examination
conducted by the University of Cambridge International
Examinations; provides extensive explanation and advice to
students to prepare for and succeed in the examination.
These poems are done by 17th-century writers who devised a new
form of poetry full of wit, intellect and grace, which we now
call Metaphysical poetry. They wrote about their deepest
religious feelings and their carnal pleasures in a way that was
radically new and challenging to their readers. Their work was
largely misunderstood or ignored for two centuries, until 20thcentury critics rediscovered it.
Whether it's the industrious ant, the breathtaking Monarch
butterfly, or the multi-legged centipede, children will discover
the fastest, strongest, and most harmful species in DK's Pocket
Genius: Bugs. Profiling more than 200 insects and bugs, from
beetles and butterflies to spiders and scorpions, find out what
bugs eat, which are poisonous, which live the longest, and which
can be found in your own backyard. Plus, learn about the
products we get from bugs, such as honey, ink, silk, and
jewelry, and how bugs and insects play important roles in our
world. Catalog entries include facts provide at-a-glance
information, while locator icons offer immediately recognizable
references to aid navigation and understanding, and fact files
round off the book with fun facts such as record breakers and
timelines. Each mini-encyclopedia is filled with facts on
subjects ranging from animals to history, cars to dogs, and
Earth to space and combines a child-friendly layout with
engaging photography and bite-size chunks of text that will
encourage and inform even the most reluctant readers.
This definitive collection gathers the most significant speeches
of the modern era, from Theodore Roosevelt and Martin Luther
King Jr. to Ronald Reagan and Michelle Obama Defined by waves of
idealism and doubt, progress and destruction, the twentieth
century and the first decades of the twenty-first have seen the
best and worst of humanity in measures previously unimaginable.
Underpinning the rise of radio, television, and the internet,
the spoken word has proven ever more crucial in stirring the
hearts and minds of millions around the world. In these pages,
Emmeline Pankhurst agitates for the right to vote; Adolf Hitler
rises to power; Fidel Castro sparks a revolution; John F.
Kennedy calls Americans to action; Betty Friedan rallies for
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equality; and Barack Obama contemplates the meaning of America.
The speeches contained in The Penguin Book of Modern Speeches,
some of the most extraordinary and memorable of the modern age,
have established and shaped how we understand ourselves and our
place in the world around us.
Science Focus
A Guide to Better Punctuation
Business Writing Basics
Cambridge O Level English
Cambridge International Certificate in Financial English (Icfe)

Provides guidance on easily confused or misused words.
Defines literary terms and offers numerous examples. Gives
correct spelling and pronunciation of words, and outlines
the basics of grammar in order to assist student development
of writing and communication skills. Provides activities
designed to enable students to practise key points of
grammar and language usage.
This highly respected and valued textbook has been the book
of choice for Cambridge IGCSE students since its
publication. This new edition, complete with CD-ROM,
continues to provide comprehensive, up-to-date coverage of
the core and extended curriculum specified in the IGCSE
Physics syllabus, The book is supported by a CD-ROM
containing extensive revision and exam practice questions,
background information and reference material.
Describes the characteristics and behaviour of dolphins, and
explains how many are threatened by pollution and improper
commercial fishing techniques
Mood mapping simply involves plotting how you feel against
your energy levels, to determine your current mood. Dr Liz
Miller then gives you the tools you need to lift your low
mood, so improving your mental health and wellbeing. Dr
Miller developed this technique as a result of her own
diagnosis of bipolar disorder (manic depression), and of
overcoming it, leading her to seek ways to improve the
mental health of others. This innovative book illustrates: *
The Five Keys to Moods: learn to identify the physical or
emotional factors that affect your moods * The Miller Mood
Map: learn to visually map your mood to increase selfawareness * Practical ways to implement change to alleviate
low mood Mood mapping is an essential life skill; by giving
an innovative perspective to your life, it enables you to be
happier, calmer and to bring positivity to your own life and
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to those around you. ‘A gloriously accessible read from a
truly unique voice’ Mary O’Hara, Guardian ‘It’s great to
have such accessible and positive advice about our moods,
which, after all, govern everything we do. I love the idea
of MoodMapping’ Dr Phil Hammond ‘Can help you find calm and
take the edge off your anxieties’ Evening Standard
‘MoodMapping is a fantastic tool for managing your mental
health and taking control of your life’ Jonathan Naess,
Founder of Stand to Reason
Small Business Management and Entrepreneurship
2, teacher edition
Scottish Mysteries
Edexcel International GCSE (9-1) Biology Student Book
(Edexcel International GCSE (9-1))
The Student's A-Z Guide to English

Effective use of punctuation is a vital skill for all those who write (or type), for those who will
soon be taking examinations and for all those who are learning or using the language.
Provides a handy, reliable and precise textbook guide and a useful reference source. Serves
as an invaluable companion to the author's A Guide to Better Grammar and A Guide to Better
Spelling. The workbook is intended for class use and individual study. There is a full
explanation of each point, and exercises are set at each stage to reinforce the reader's
understanding.
The Greenpeace Book of Dolphins
GCSE Mathematics
Chemistry Matters
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